Collaborate and connect, optimise your digital presence in a dynamic environment

Introduction
Your career starts when your tertiary education commences. Integrate your vision for the future with your current programme of study, and champion the professional networks you develop, to meet challenges and overcome barriers to finding related employment. Use a selection of digital tools as a conduit to developing a successful and rewarding career.

Abstract
Professional and social media provide an assortment of overlapping and competing opportunities for developing your online identity in a collective and dynamic setting. Optimise the value of your achievements by presenting your research profile, associated scholarship and research outputs, collected in a mutual and reciprocal environment. Enable collaborations and establish your place among colleagues by using digital tools that authenticate and promote your research impact, to amplify and enhance your discoverability.

Summary
Some of the current digital tools you can use to navigate technology are represented by these apps. Adapt your profile as tools evolve to manage your digital presence.
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